
Ever feel like your strength is running out? I have. Some days, it’s all too easy to evaluate my current
level of strength and measure it against the days ahead. I even struggle with doubt and bouts of
depression at times, and wonder how I am going to make it through one day, let alone all the days in
the future.
 
When we are feeling down because of difficult circumstances we often wonder where our strength is
going to come from. But it is vital to remember the joy of the Lord is my strength. We cannot conjure up
this type of joy within ourselves, by our own power. It has to come from one source only—the Lord. It’s
not our human joy—it’s the joy God possesses.
 
God’s joy centers around us. Hebrews 12:2 says that Jesus endured the cross “for the joy set before
Him” (a relationship with us). And Zephaniah 3:17 says that God rejoices over us with singing! Did you
know that being in a relationship with you makes God happy? Knowing that God feels this way about
you should spark the flame of joy within you, too!
 
Furthermore, we have unlimited access to God’s boundless joy, a joy that does not come from our
circumstances or within ourselves. It does not depend on how strong or spiritual we are. This joy
comes from God alone, and the relationship we have with Him.
 
When hardships come we sink into depression, but true joy transcends the rolling waves of
circumstance. Joy comes from a consistent relationship with Jesus. When our lives are intertwined
with His, He will help us walk through adversity. Jesus tells us, “remain in my love so that my joy may
be in you and that joy may be complete.” John 15:10-11
 
We have an example from Nehemiah 8. As Nehemiah read the words of the Law, the people wept and
mourned because they were not obeying the law. But Ezra comforts them, telling them not to feel bad
because the joy of the Lord is their strength. Nehemiah 8:10. Their joy was realized because knowledge
of the truth gave them direction. Following God’s ways gave them a deeper joy than they could have
attained on their own.
 
Isn’t it so sweet to know God's joy centers around a relationship with us and that He rejoices over us
with singing? There is a hope in joy that gets us through trying circumstances. Just like the author
expresses in Hebrews 12:2 For the Joy set before him (a relationship with us) endured the cross. We all
have a cross to bear right now, don’t we? Remember, we have UNLIMITED access to Him! Remain in
Him.
 
You will fill me with joy in your presence. Psalm 16:11. Indeed, you are our glory and joy. 1 Thessalonians  
2:20  
 

The Joy of the Lord is my Strength

-April Thille


